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ABSTRACT
An analysis rnethodology for irnpact of rnulti-body systerns cornprising deformable and rigicl bodies is described, and applied to the analysis of a
portable radar system which undergoes elastic ancl plastic cleforrnation as
well as significant rigid body motion during impact. A detailecl local finite
elernent analysis is :first performecl for developing simplifiecl non-linear structural propcrtics, followed by a global finite elernent analysis which inclucles
treatrnent of rigid bodies through the discrete equations of motion. Certain
pararneters, such as the flexibility of structural mernbers in the load path,
and the characteristics of the impact pad, were found to be essential for a
correct simulation.

INTRODUCTION
Low velocity (e.g. in the arder of 10 rn/s) irnpa.ct of rnechanical equipment
may involve both elastic-plastic deformation of sorne parts, as well as significant rigid bocly rnotion. Sorne of the parts in the load path near the
contact zone may develop significant elastic and plastic cleforrnations, while
others will undergo essentially a rigid body motion. In this latter case, a
cletailed finite element model would result in excessive costs from several
points of view: the preparation and checking of the model, the analysis on
the computer, etc.
For an appropriate representation of the impact dynamics and energy
dissipation cha.racteristics, i t is important to model correctly the elasticplastic fiow for the parts undergoing significant deforrnation. As regards the
rigid parts, it is necessary to represent aclequately the rigid body clynamics,

as a substantial interchange may take place between "translational" and
"rotational" kinetic energy terms.
Traditionally, the fields of finite elements and rigid body dynamics have
remained separate and unconnected. The finite element techniques evolvcd
from the early works of Clough [4] for linear structural applications, to
complex nonlinear codes such as DYNA3D [13] or ABAQUS [10]. In the
rnultibody kinernatics and dynamics field, the evolution has been favoured
by the automotive, robotics ancl space applications, producing codes such
as ADAMS [9], DADS [7], or COMPAMM [5]. Recently, sorne authors have
developed methods which combine both disciplines [12, 1, 3].
In this paper, the impact analysis of a portable radar equipment is performed employing a methodology based on detailed local elastic-plastic analysis, followed by a global analysis coupling nonlinear structural members
and rigid bodies. The first analysis is achieved with the program ABAQUS
[10], and the second with DYN A3D [13). First the methodology and formulation for rigid body analysis is sumrnarised briefly. Following, the results
for both analyses are presented and discussed.

METHODOLOGY
The problem under consideration was to explain the impact behaviour of
a portable radar equipment. It had been observed that, subjected to an
impact frorn a free fall in the field, the axle governing the elevation of the
antenna was damaged with severe plastic deformation, inhibiting further
functionality. The rest of the equipment, including the antenna, withstood
the impact without severe damage.
The rnethodology followed cornprised two stages. In the first stage, a detailed elastic-plastic local analysis of the elevation axle was perforrnecl. This

allowed the determination of a nonlinear resultant law for moment/rotation
(M/0), to be used in a structural representation of the axle within a global
model.
The global analysis was performed with the explicit dynamics code
DYNA3D [13]. In this analysis, only the elements in the load path between the contad zone at the tip of the antenna. and the eleva.tion a.xle were
modelled as deforma.ble, using structura.l elements (beams). The antenna
itself was modelled as ela.stic, while the portian of the eleva.tion axle wich
fa.iled was modelled as ela.stic-plastic following the resulta.nt lvf / 0 law derived frorn the local ana.lysis. Impact wa.s modelled a.ga.inst a. canta.et pa.d,
as a rigid stonewall was considered unrealistic.
The rest of the equipment was modelled as a single rigid body, linked
rigidly to the axle of the antenna. This rigid zone held 95% of the mass of
the equipment, and thus contained all the significant kinetic energy.

During impact, the initial kinetic energy will be transformed or dissipated into elastic (stored) deformation energy (We 1), plastic (dissipated)
deformation energy (WP 1), kinetic energy of translation (½MVJ), where M
is the rnass of tbc body and Va the velocity of its center of mass G, and
kinetic energy of rotation (½n • J a· n), where n is the angular velocity
and J a the inertia tensor at G.

FORMULATION FOR FINITE ELEMENT MULTI-BODY ANALYSIS
The finite element formulation employed is well known (6, 10] and need not
be rcpca.tcd hcrc. Howcvcr, thc treatment of rigid boclies within a. finitc
element context is not so wiclespread. For thc sake of completeness, a brief
summary of this formulation will be given here. Additional details may be
found in the papc~r by Benson and Hallquist [2].
Thc inertial properties of a rigid body B are described by its mass and
central inertia tensor,
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where p0 is the mass density in the reference configuration B 0 , X the vector
for a. generic pa.rticle, 1 the unit tensor, ancl ® denotes cliaclic (tensor)
product.

It is convenient to describe the motion of B using "quasi-velocities" Qi
(8], whose relation with the generalised coordina.tes q; is

The following choice of "quasi-velocities" is recommended:
• 11¡, components of V a in global (inertial) axes,

• rl;, components of

n in global axes,

• AdditionaJ modes 7li may be inclucled to represent deformation of the
body, which could be nodal vclocities or rates of (modal) normal coordinates.
The gcneralised forces for rigid bodies corresponding to this choice of coordinates are
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where Íi are the body forces; ti the tractions at the boundary; f':,i the
concentrated forces; >..k the Lagrange multiplier for constraint <Pk, (· , ·) being
the inner product. for each constraint; Rjn is the rotation matrix, and enim
the permutation operator. The resulting Lagrange equations of motion, in
vector form, are
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The expression for the inertia tensor in a global fixed frame must take into
account the rotation R. This is achievecl incrementally with the algorithm
of Hughes-Wingct [11]:
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where 60(n+I) = nn+I/z 6t, and 60 is the skew-symmetric matrix for 60
(6Óij = eikj6Ok)- The inertia tensor is upclatecl incrementally vía

(7)
Finally, equations (3, 4) are integratecl in time with an explicit central
difference scheme, to update velocities ancl coordinates.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Local Elastic-Plastic Analysis
In arder to evaluate the failure mechanism and strength of the axle, a detailcd elastic-pla8tic analysis was conductcd. The model consisted of the
portian of the axle in contad with a steel block, which was inserted into it
and forced it into torsion. The backplane of the block was given an imposed
finite rotation, which was transmitted to the axle by a contact "slidesurface"
(figure 1).
The properties of the material were those of AISI-304A steel, E =
200 GPa, v = 0.33, ay = 290 MPa. The model was achieved with 2946
elements of type C3D8 using program ABAQUS [10].

Figure 1: Local model for failure of elevation axle
For an imposed rotation of O = 0.4 rad, the analysis was carriecl out
using 17 load increments. Failure of the axle was observed with substantial
plastic deformations of a wedge-shape portion (max f p = 1.5 7) (figure 1).
This predicted failure mode coincided very closely with the observed one.
The resultant moment-rotation law is depicted in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Resultant M / 0 law for axle failure

Global Impact Analysis
A global impact analysis of the equipment was performed, representing a fall
with 2m/ s vertical velocity as well as rotation, with the antenna end hitting
the grouncl (figure 3). The antenna and the elevation axle connecting it to

Figure 3: Configuration of model before and after impact
the rest of the equipment were represented as deformable structures with
beam elements, assigning realistic values to their flexibility. The portion
of the axle susceptible of failure was assigned elastic-plastic properties for
the resultant M / 0 relation obtained in the local analysis. The rest of the
equipment was represented as a single rigid body, connected to the elevation
axle. The mass of the equipment was 28 kg.
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Figure 4: Time histories of energy terms
A ground pad was used in order to provide a realistic representation of
the contact with the ground. This pad allowed for an initial penetration of

10 mm with a very low resistance; subsequently it behaved as elastic up to
a strength of 1.2 kN, representative of the failure of a 13.5 mm wide strip of
hard soil.
The model was performed using DYN A3D, employing 7643 explicit timesteps for a total simulation time of 70 ms. An overall view of the model before and after impact is shown in figure 3. After impact the model rebounds,
still holding a substantial kinetic energy.
The histories of energy components are shown in figure 4. One can notice
the transformation between translation kinetic energy and rotation kinetic
energy, as well as plastic deformation energy at the axle. An inspection of
t.hc plot, of torsio11 momcnt vs. time in the axlc (figure 5) shows it achicved
the clastíc limit and subsequcntly deformed plastícally until failure.
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Figure 5: Time history of torsion moment in axle dur·ing impact

CONCLUDING REMARKS
With the methodology proposed in this work it is possible to perform realistic simulations with a low computer cost for the low-velocity impact of
complex mechanical equipment, using a combination of rigid body dynamics, flexible bodies, and elastic-plastic bodies.
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